An overview of cartilage tissue engineering.
Articular cartilage regeneration refers to the formation of new tissue that is indistinguishable from the native articular cartilage with respect to zonal organization, biochemical composition, and mechanical properties. Due to a limited capacity to repair cartilage, scar tissue frequently has a poorly organized structure and lacks the functional characteristics of normal cartilage. The degree of success to date achieved using a purely cell- or biological-based approach has been modest. Potentially the development of a hybrid strategy, whereby, chondrocytes or chondrogenic stem cells are combined with a matrix, making cartilage in vitro, which is then subsequently transplanted, offers a route towards a new successful treatment modality. The success of this approach depends upon the material being biocompatible, processable into a suitable three-dimensional structure and eventually biodegradable without harmful effects. In addition, the material should have a sufficient porosity to facilitate high cell loading and tissue ingrowth, and it should be able to support cell proliferation, differentiation, and function. The cell-polymer-bioreactor system provides a basis for studying the structural and functional properties of the cartilaginous matrix during its development, because tissue concentrations of glycosaminoglycan and collagen can be modulated by altering the conditions of tissue cultivation.